Technical Specifications

Sensor:

10.5, 32, 40 or 50 Mio. pixel sensor available

Exposure time:

0,3 seconds

Cycle time:

1.9 seconds

Light source:

LED illumination system (cold light), less power energy requirement (< 100 W)
UV- and IR-free, no radiation exposure for the operator according. EN60825-1

Optic:

Rodenstock Rodagon, depth of focus 5 inch (12,5 cm) cm for maximum sharpness

Color depth:

36bit color internally, output 24bit color

Image formats:

Color

Layout table:

18” x 24” layout section (> A2!) for books with a spine up to 12 cm

Camera interface:

USB 2.0 standard

Output formats:

TIFF, PDF, JPEG, JPEG2000

Power supply:

100 V - 240 V, 47 Hz - 63 Hz, 200 VA

Internal power supply:

12 V and 24 V

Software:

Book Expert Public with intgrated image enhancement software

User Interface::

Touchscreen with multilingual User Interface

Copyright protection:

Copyright protection by automatic request and water mark (optional)

Embedded PC:

Operating system Windows XP embedded with Microsoft Enhanced Write Filter Technology for maximum security
against computer viruses. Integrated embedded PC specialized for industrial applications with extended lifetime and
long-term availability of parts and support based on ATI/AMD mobile chipset and CPU designed for 24/7 operation,
touchscreen 15", pre-installed software with intuitive user guidance.

Accounting Interface:

Interface for connection with accounting systems

Remote maintenance:

Maintenance via remote service

Delivery:

Pre-assembled and ready-to-use delivery (plug & play)

Maintenance:

Maintenance free

Dimensions:

height: 1290 mm, width: 665 mm, depth: 840 mm

Weight:

50 kg (110,23 lb)

Subject to change without notice
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book2net kiosk

book2net kiosk: the future of self-service book scanning
The new book2net kiosk is designed to enable a fast
and economic capturing of documents in public areas
as

feel confident!

Reading rooms in public and academic libraries

The book2net kiosk is delivered as an out-of-the-box
solution. Just plug in the power supply and start!
book2net kiosk is designed for 3 million cycles and
has less mechanical components. For a maximum
reliability all components are highly protected and the
robust construction is well adapted for the use in public areas.
The twin-USB port offers you double security and
long-term reliability for a trouble-free operation.

Companies
Banking houses
Lawyer´s offices
Due the unique product concept the book2net kiosk is
more then a replacement technology for current
copierers: book2net kiosk enables you to fit your
requirements in a much better way, improve your
service and reduce your costs significantely.
The configurable graphic user interface gives you the
opportunity to adapt the software on your individual
workflow. Single functions can be easily added and up
to 7 languages are available for user guidance.

Due to to the Windows XP embedded operating system with Microsoft Enhanced Write Filter Technology
the book2net kiosk offers maximum security against
computer viruses and long-term-support by Microsoft.

To meet legal requirements book2net kiosk enables
you to implement copyright regulations and/or watermark as an integrated part of the workflow.

The PC is equiped with industrial standard components with extended lifetime and long-term availability.

Additionally it is possible to integrate a customer or
sponsors logo on the graphic user interface.

hush!

The new twin touch technology and remarkable short
cycle time enables the unskilled walk-up operator to
achieve high-quality scans quick and easy.

book2net kiosk is comfortable quiet because it generates no noise caused by mechanics or a fan.

ease of use!
The unique twin touch technology of
the book2net kiosk enables even
unskilled walk-up operators to achieve
a high-quality scan with only two
touches.

earn more revenue!

The intuitive touch screen user interface offers the possibilty to switch
between 7 languages at any stage of
operation.

Beyond the added value the new technology of the
book2net kiosk offers to you it also gives you the
opportunity to reduce your costs and raise your
revenue.
Improved service to the public by providing digital
colour images instead of bi-tonal paper copies
Significantly expanded range of documents which
can be supplied to the public through self- service
as A4/ A3 limitations do not apply
Lowest total cost of ownership

quality & productivity!
Depending on your individual requirements book2net
kiosk can be equiped with a 10.5, 32, 40, or 50 MP
sensor.

book2net kiosk is maintenance-free.
The accounting interface of the book2net kiosk
enables an easy integration in any payment
system
Workflow is streamlined and turning more
cost-efficent

Due to its outstanding scan speed of 0.3 seconds and
the short cycle time of only 1.9 seconds book2net
kiosk offers you an unrivaled productivity

